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In a village on the great plain in India, there once lived a

farmer with three lazy sons.
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The farmer had a field where he planted wheat but his sons

never helped him.
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The farmer’s wife was upset with her lazy sons. They sat in

the house all day dreaming about gold but never doing

any work.



She scolded them, but they would not listen. All they ever

said in reply was, “We don’t want to be farmers. We just

want to make a lot of gold.”
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Finally the farmer’s wife thought of a plan. “My sons,” she

said to them, “there is a secret that I have not told you.

Long ago, my father buried a treasure of gold in this field. If

you find it, you may have it all.”
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The sons looked up with interest.

“How deep is the treasure buried?” asked the first son.

“Where in the field is it buried?” asked the second son.
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“What should we do to find it?” asked the third son.

“I am not sure,” she said. “Maybe if you plow the field, you

will find it.”
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